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nt of interactions between ct-DNA
and choline-based magnetic ionic liquids:
evidences of compaction†

Kiran Devi Tulsiyan,ab Saroj Kumar Panda,c Malay Kumar Rana *c

and Himansu S. Biswal *ab

Ionic liquids (ILs) have become an alternative green solvent for storage and for stability of DNA. However, an

in-depth understanding of binding andmolecular interactions between ILs and DNA is needed. In this respect,

magnetic ILs (MILs) are promising due to their tunable physicochemical properties. Various spectroscopic

techniques and molecular simulations have been employed to unravel the critical factors of the strength

and binding mechanism of MILs with DNA. UV-vis spectra unravel the multimodal binding of MILs with

DNA, and the intrusion of IL molecules into the minor groove of DNA has been observed from dye

displacement studies. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopic studies and scanning electron microscopy

confirm the compaction of the DNA. ITC and molecular docking studies estimate the binding affinity of

DNA with MILs, of ∼7 kcal mol−1. The 1 ms long-MD simulations give insight into the structural changes in

the DNA in the MIL environment. Due to strong interaction with choline ions in the close vicinity, DNA

helixes bend or squeeze in length and dilate in diameter (elliptical / spherical), leading to compaction.

The post-MD parameters suggest a stronger interaction with [Ch]2[Mn] IL than with [Ch][Fe] IL; hence, the

former induces DNA compaction to a more significant extent. Furthermore, decompaction is observed

with the addition of sodium salts and is characterized using spectroscopic methods.
Introduction

Ionic liquids (ILs) are organic salts with lowmelting points. They
are alternatives to aqueous and organic solvents due to their
diverse physio-chemical properties, such as low vapor pressure,
low toxicity, high thermal and chemical stability, biocompati-
bility, and high conductivity.1 Owing to the diverse nature of ILs,
their application is not only limited to electrochemical devices
and synthetic chemistry,2–4 but they can also act as a green
solvent for biological applications.5–9 The low cytotoxicity and
biodegradability of ILs render them promising solvents for
storing and extracting biomolecules.10 Several exciting studies on
the interaction of various imidazolium and ammonium-based
ILs with nucleic acids have been reported.11,12 However, very
few reports on magnetic ILs (MILs) have attracted the attention
of the scientic community, to look into favorable interactions
between ILs and nucleic acids.13,14 Anderson and coworkers
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efficiently extracted DNA from aqueous solutions using
phosphonium-based MILs.15–17 They also reported that ammo-
nium- and phosphorous-based MILs enhance DNA stability at
room temperature. Recently, Kumar and coworkers explored the
stability of DNA in phosphonium-based MILs and its efficacy in
acting as a contrast agent for MRI applications.18,19

In addition, the past decade has witnessed bio-ILs, namely
choline-based ILs (ChILs), as promising ILs based on the prin-
ciples of green chemistry.20 Recently, Biswal and coworkers have
provided spectroscopic evidence on long-term storage and
extraction of DNA and RNA using choline amino acid-based
ionic liquids (ChAAILs).21,22 They proposed that cations of ILs
play an important role in the stability of biomolecules. Further,
Frade et al. studied the toxicity of choline-based magnetic ILs
(ChMILs) in two human cell lines. They reported [FeCl4]

− and
[MnCl4]

2− as the most and least suitable magnetic anions,
respectively.23 However, on the contrary, Sintra et al. found
[MnCl4]

2− to be less toxic to marine bacteria.24 In this regard, we
aimed to understand the DNA–ChMIL interaction using various
spectroscopic techniques, such as steady-state absorption and
emission and time-resolved emission spectroscopy, circular
dichroism (CD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and
uorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). Thermodynamic
parameters involved in DNA–ChMIL interactions and the
binding mode were evaluated using isothermal titration calo-
rimetry (ITC) and molecular dynamics studies, respectively. A
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 5507–5515 | 5507
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Fig. 1 Top panel: Compaction of ct-DNA in the presence of 5 mM
[Ch][Fe] IL and decompaction in the presence of 5 mM NaCl. Bottom
panel: Compaction of ct-DNA in the presence of 5 mM [Ch]2[Mn] IL
and decompaction in the presence of 5 mM NaCl.
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deliberate study of interactions between ILs and DNA has also
been put together from the perspective of molecular dynamic
simulations. We have also tried to show that counter-anions
play a vital role in binding with biomolecules. We observed
that the solution turns turbid on adding ChMIL to DNA.
However, the transparency is resumed when NaCl is added to
the precipitate (Fig. 1). This is the rst indication of the
compaction of DNA by ChMIL and decompaction by NaCl,
which needs careful investigation.

The transition of DNA from its double helical structure to
a compact and coiled form is known as compaction of DNA.25

The reverse process is termed decompaction, wherein the DNA
resumes its double helical structure. The compaction and
decompaction of DNA have potential applications in nano-
material templating,26 stress protection, gene regulation,27

photocontrol of gene expression, and DNA integrity protec-
tion.28 Hence, enormous efforts have been made in the past
decade to discover and explore several compacting and
decompacting agents.29 Owing to its negative charge, DNA can
be compacted using various cationic agents, such as poly-
amines, polymers, nanoparticles, vesicles, and surfactants.
Some compacting agents include light divalent and trivalent
ions, such as Co3+, Fe2+, Fe3+, etc., and small polyamines, such
as spermine.30–33 On the contrary, monovalent ions, such as Na+

or divalent cations, such as Mg2+, act as decompacting
agents.34–36 Thus, multivalent salts act as compacting or
decompacting agents. Enhancement of compaction in DNA in
the presence of negatively charged nanoparticles has also been
reported. However, these multivalent ions and nanoparticles
pose toxic effects on DNA, which encourages the exploration of
ionic liquids (ILs) as alternative compacting agents for DNA.

Herein, we have tried to unravel interactions between DNA
and ChMILs using several spectroscopic techniques and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies.
Results and discussion
MIL-induced conformational changes in ct-DNA

CD spectroscopy is a valuable technique tomonitor the structural
stability of nucleic acids and proteins.37 CD spectra have different
characteristic peaks for different types of DNA. The A-form of
5508 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 5507–5515
DNA has a dominant positive band at 260 nm and a negative
band at 210 nm. The B form of DNA (B-DNA) has a positive band
at 276 nm due to p–p base stacking, and a negative band at
246 nm due to helicity. The Z-form of DNA has a negative band at
290 nm, a positive band around 260 nm, and another charac-
teristic negative band at around 205 nm.38 Fig. 2A shows the CD
spectra of ct-DNA on increasing concentrations of [Ch][Fe] IL.
Upon addition of [Ch][Fe] IL up to 2 mM, minimal conforma-
tional changes were observed in the positive and negative bands
of B-DNA. In contrast, a signicant change was observed with
further addition of IL. The bands in the CD spectra disappeared
on adding 3 mM [Ch][Fe] IL, and the solution turned turbid.
Control experiments were also performed in the presence of FeCl3
and choline hydroxide, where we did not observe any turbidity.
Therefore, the turbidity is attributed solely to the presence of [Ch]
[Fe] IL. The CD spectra of ct-DNAwith increasing concentration of
[Ch]2[Mn] IL were recorded to unravel the effect of anions on ct-
DNA (Fig. S6A†). It was observed that [Ch]2[Mn] IL behaved
similarly to [Ch][Fe] IL. No signicant change was noticed up to
2 mM concentration of [Ch]2[Mn] IL. However, the solution
turned turbid, and the band disappeared, aer adding IL. These
unaltered CD spectra indicate that the DNA is stable in ChMILs at
low concentrations. However, compaction of DNA happens at
higher concentrations, as revealed by the change in the CD
spectra. This is in agreement with previous reports, according to
which, at a high concentration of Fe and Mn, chelation leads to
the compaction of DNA.31,39 In addition, there is a deviation from
the well-established concept that cations play an essential role in
maintaining the structural stability and integrity of DNA, as the
[Ch] cation is known tomaintain the structural integrity of DNA.22

Further, the effect of MILs on the surface of ct-DNA was
explored using zeta potential measurements. The effective
surface charge of ct-DNA derived from the zeta potential (z) in
the presence of different [Ch][Fe] IL concentrations is shown in
Fig. 2B. The ct-DNA shows a z value of−40mV due to phosphate
groups on its surface. The negative value of z decreases to
−13 mV aer adding 2 mM [Ch][Fe] IL, indicating signicant
interaction of choline cations with ct-DNA.19 At higher concen-
trations (5 mM), negative counter ions of [Ch][Fe] IL also
interact with the exposed surface charge of ct-DNA, and,
subsequently, only a 3 mV change in the z value was observed. It
is presumed that the overall negative surface of ct-DNA was
neutralized through the positive counterion of ChMIL at lower
concentrations, whereas the negative counterion interacts at
higher concentrations. The zeta potentials of ct-DNA in the
presence of [Ch]2[Mn] IL are given in Fig. S6B.†

The value of z on adding 2 mM [Ch]2[Mn] IL was reduced to
−9 mV due to the higher interaction of choline cations with the
phosphate group of ct-DNA. Akin to previous results, minimal
change in z value at a higher concentration of [Ch]2[Mn] IL indi-
cates the interaction between the anionic counterpart and ct-DNA.
Spectroscopic insight on the interaction between MIL and ct-
DNA

On establishing the interaction between ChMIL and ct-DNA, the
nature of the binding mode was investigated using steady-state
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 (A) Circular dichroism spectra of ct-DNA in phosphate buffer and with increasing concentration of [Ch][Fe] up to 3 mM. (B) Zeta potential
of ct-DNA in the absence and presence of varying amounts of [Ch][Fe] IL. (C) Absorption spectra of ct-DNA in the absence and presence of the
variable amount of [Ch][Fe] IL. (D) Emission spectra of 10 mM EB, ct-DNA–EB complex and on varying the amount of [Ch][Fe] IL. (E) Fluorescence
decay parameters (amplitude) of the ct-DNA–EB complex in buffer and ct-DNA–EB complex system in the presence of [Ch][Fe] and [Ch]2[Mn] IL.
(F) First derivative of melting curves of ct-DNA in buffer, [Ch][Fe] IL, and [Ch]2[Mn] IL.
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absorption and emission measurements. A shi in absorption
maxima for the characteristic peak of ct-DNA suggests interac-
tion between ct-DNA and ChMILs. In addition, a dye displace-
ment study was employed to characterize interactions between
ChMILs and ct-DNA. On monitoring the absorbance at 260 nm
for ct-DNA, the addition of [Ch][Fe] IL results in a hyperchromic
shi (Fig. 2C). Broadening of the 260 nm peak was also observed
on increasing the concentration of [Ch][Fe] IL. The change in
peak shape conrms the binding interaction between the
positive and negative counterions of the ILs and ct-DNA. Steady-
state uorescence studies were carried out using the well-
known ct-DNA-binding probe ethidium bromide (EB). EB
binds to intercalating sites40,41 of ct-DNA,42 resulting in an
increase in the uorescence intensity of the ct-DNA–EB
complex. However, quenching of the uorescence intensity
upon addition of [Ch][Fe] IL to the complex validates the
displacement of EB from the ct-DNA–EB complex and binding
of [Ch][Fe] IL at the intercalating sites of ct-DNA (Fig. 2D). The
binding of choline cation to the intercalating site of DNA
through electrostatic interactions has previously been reported
by Khan et al.43 and Sahoo et al.22 Steady-state absorption and
dye displacement studies for [Ch]2[Mn] IL with ct-DNA are
depicted in Fig. S6C and D,† respectively. Fluorescence
quenching was observed for the ct-DNA–EB complex in the
presence of [Ch]2[Mn] IL. The quenching rate is higher in
[Ch]2[Mn] IL, which is attributed to the higher interaction of the
choline cation to ct-DNA, as validated by zeta potential studies.

The mode of interaction between ChMILs and ct-DNA was
also investigated using time-resolved uorescence spectros-
copy. As given below, a biexponential uorescence decay model
was used to obtain excited-state lifetimes.

I(t) = a1 exp(−t/s1) + a2 exp(−t/s2),
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
where s1 and s2 are individual lifetime components and a1 and
a2 are associated amplitudes.

The lifetime decay prole of EB follows a single exponential
decay, with an excited-state lifetime of 1.62 ns. On formation of
the complex with ct-DNA, the decay prole follows a biexpo-
nential decay. The excited-state lifetimes of a shorter compo-
nent of 1.59 ns and a longer component of 18.73 ns, with
corresponding amplitudes of 0.07 and 0.93 for EB and ct-DNA–
EB complex, respectively, were observed. Similar excited life-
times were also reported by Hellar et al.44 The lifetime decay
proles of the ct-DNA–EB complex on gradual addition of [Ch]
[Fe] IL are shown in Fig. S6E.† The lifetime decay proles still
follow a biexponential decay in the presence of [Ch][Fe] IL.
However, the amplitude of the shorter component increases
from 7% to 33% with an increase in IL concentration, and the
amplitude of the longer component decreases from 93% to
67%. Similar observations were obtained for [Ch]2[Mn] IL, as
shown in Fig. S6F of the ESI.† A similar increase in the shorter
component was observed in [Ch]2[Mn] IL, i.e., 7 to 35%. The
increase in the amplitude of the shorter component corrobo-
rates with the dye displacement study. It is attributed to the
release of EB from the ct-DNA–EB complex on gradual addition
of IL. The increase in the shorter component is attributed to the
higher quenching in [Ch]2[Mn] IL. The uorescence decay
parameters of the ct-DNA–EB complex in the presence of ILs are
provided in Fig. 2E and Table S2.†

Information on the thermal stability of ct-DNA was obtained
from a UV melting study. Melting of DNA is accompanied by
a hyperchromic effect; the DNA absorbs UV light at 260 nm, and
this increases with cleavage of the hydrogen bonding in ct-
DNA.45 The UV melting plots were analyzed by plotting the rst
derivative of the absorbance with respect to temperature against
temperature. The rst derivative of melting data is shown in
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 5507–5515 | 5509
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Fig. 2F. The melting temperature (Tm) of ct-DNA in the absence
of ChMILs was found to be 75 °C. The melting temperature
increases by 3–4 °C in the presence of [Ch][Fe], while it increases
by 4–5 °C in the presence of [Ch]2[Mn]. This change in melting
point is attributed to the thermal stability of ct-DNA. Our nd-
ings are supported by a recent simulation study by Garai et al.,
which shows a signicant increase in persistence length and
stretch modulus of DNA with a higher concentration of IL.46 The
increased rigidity of ct-DNA would result in a higher melting
point, as observed here.
Thermodynamics of the interaction between ionic liquid and
the ct-DNA system

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is a technique that
provides information about the thermodynamics of binding of
ligands to proteins or nucleic acids. Thermodynamic parame-
ters, such as binding affinity (kA), enthalpy (DH), entropy (DS),
Gibbs free energy (DG), and stoichiometry (n), are evaluated
based on the heat change due to ligand–DNA interactions.47 The
ITC prole for the ct-DNA–EB complex is shown in Fig. S7A,†
where individual peaks represent each injection. The heat
change due to EB and DNA interactions was calculated by the
integration method. The thermodynamic parameters, upon
tting, gave a negative DH and a positive DS value, indicating
the process is enthalpy and entropy driven. The binding of [Ch]
[Fe] IL with ct-DNA was also characterized using an ITC
enthalpogram. The integrated heat data of ct-DNA in the pres-
ence of [Ch][Fe] IL are shown in Fig. S7B.† The thermodynamic
parameters reveal positive DH and TDS values, and the reaction
is entropically driven by the gradual addition of [Ch][Fe] IL
(Fig. 3A). According to the literature, groove binding of ligands
leads to an increase in the entropy of the system, with the
binding being entropically driven. The ITC proles for
[Ch]2[Mn] IL are shown in Fig. S7C,† and the thermodynamic
parameters conrm that the process is entropically driven. We
Fig. 3 (A) Thermodynamic parameters for ct-DNA–[Ch][Fe] and ct-DNA–[
from the isothermal titration calorimetry experiment. (B) FESEM image of ct-
FESEM image of ct-DNA in the presence of 5 mM [Ch]2[Mn] IL. (E) FCS d
amounts of [Ch][Fe] IL. (F) Normalized FCS data of ct-DNA–DAPI complex

5510 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 5507–5515
propose that the anions of ionic liquids result in the aggrega-
tion of cations through electrostatic interactions, which
promotes the compaction of ct-DNA.
Compaction of DNA

Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) provides
insight into the morphology of ct-DNA.48 As shown in Fig. 3B, ct-
DNA forms a coiled structure nearly 50 nm in size in the buffer
solution. The ct-DNA compaction occurred in the presence of
[Ch][Fe] IL (see Fig. 3C), and the size of the globular form is
nearly 5 mm. Similar compaction was observed in [Ch][Mn] IL
(Fig. 3D); however, the size of the globular form was almost 7
mm. The FESEM image gives pictorial evidence of compaction
on addition of MILs. Themorphology of the ct-DNA globule is in
good agreement with the previous literature. Earlier, Satpathi
et al. reported that, as FESEM is conducted in a dried condition,
the probability of aggregation increases, which explains the
larger aggregation globule in our case.48

Further, uorescence correlation spectroscopic (FCS)
measurements were carried out using the well-known DNA-
binding probe 40,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI).49 DAPI is
known to bind at the minor groove region of DNA.50 Fig. 3E
shows that with increase in concentration of [Ch][Fe] IL in the
ct-DNA–DAPI complex, the G(s) value at zero time delay, repre-
sented as G(0), decreases. G(0) is related to N as G(0) = 1/N(1 +
A), where A is the ratio of the number of molecules (ct-DNA–
DAPI complex) present in the native state. The decrease in the
G(0) value suggests an increase in the effective number of
molecules in the observation volume undergoing intense uc-
tuation. Simultaneously, on normalizing the G(s) function, we
observe that the diffusion coefficient increases with increasing
concentration of [Ch][Fe] IL (Fig. 3F). Similar observations were
made for [Ch]2[Mn] IL and are shown in Fig. S8A and B.† The
FCS technique also provides information on the hydrodynamic
radius (RH) of biomolecules. Herein, we found the RH of the ct-
Ch]2[Mn], including change in enthalpy, entropy and free energy obtained
DNA. (C) FESEM image of ct-DNA in the presence of 5mM [Ch][Fe] IL. (D)
ata of ct-DNA–DAPI complex in the absence and presence of varying
in the absence and presence of varying amounts of [Ch][Fe] IL.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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DNA–DAPI complex to be 35–40 nm. However, adding ChMILs
increases the RH, which is estimated to be 115–130 nm. The
increase in RH is attributed to the compaction of ct-DNA in the
presence of ChMILs.

Decompaction of ct-DNA

Monovalent anions and cations act as decompacting agents. We
have observed the decompaction of ct-DNA structure with the
assistance of common salt NaCl. The excess NaCl (5 mM) was
added to the compacted ct-DNA solution, which converted
condensed ct-DNA into a soluble form, likely due to an efficient
ion exchange process.

Decompaction of ct-DNA was validated by UV-vis spectros-
copy (Fig. S8C†) and CD spectroscopy (Fig. S8D†), which showed
same bands as native ct-DNA without any degradation. The
characteristic positive peak at 274 nm and negative peak at
245 nm, conrm the secondary structural stability of ct-DNA on
decompaction. Along with this, the ratio of absorbance at 260
and 280 nm was found to be 1.8, which substantiates the purity
of ct-DNA.

The experimental results were aided by molecular docking
and molecular dynamics simulations.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and post-MD
parameters

An initial idea of binding of ChMILs to ct-DNA was obtained
using molecular docking.51,52 The most favorable binding pose
along with the interactions of ct-DNA with both the ChMILs is
shown in Fig. S9† and was used as the starting conformation for
MD simulations. MD simulations were conducted to extract
microscopic insight into interactions between ct-DNA and
ChMILs over time. Classical MD helps to explore physical
processes and conformational space of systems over a large
span. The time evolution of systems can be characterized by
post-MD parameters, such as root-mean-square-deviation
(RMSD), solvent-accessible surface area (SASA), principal
component analysis (PCA), and radial distribution function
(RDF), using MD trajectories.

RMSD is an essential parameter to judge conformational
stability. A large variation of RMSD is a measure of large
instability and weak interaction between DNA and IL. Simula-
tions show that DNA–[Ch]2[Mn] has a lower RMSD for DNA than
DNA–[Ch][Fe], indicating greater stability or stronger interac-
tion between DNA and [Ch]2[Mn] IL (see Fig. 4A). While
analyzing SASA for DNA, a similar trend is observed between
[Ch]2[Mn] and [Ch][Fe]. Irrespective of the IL present, SASA, in
Fig. 4B, reveals that the amount of DNA surface exposed to
solvent steadily decreases during simulation. This indicates
that ILs have closer contact with the DNA surface than water. To
dispel any ambiguity, we computed the RDF for both systems
(Fig. S10†), which unearths some crucial aspects of structural
organization among DNA, [Ch]+, [FeCl4]

−, [MnCl4]
2−, and water.

It is interesting to observe that [Ch]+ ions are closer to DNA in
both systems, with the maximum likelihood peak at around
0.5 nm. Conversely, water, [FeCl4]

−, and [MnCl4]
2− ions are far

from DNA. Due to coulombic forces, the [Ch]+ ions interact with
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
DNA (specically with the phosphate groups of DNA) in the
closest proximity among other constituents of ILs or water.

This unequivocally demonstrates that the DNA surface has
some residual negative charge, congruent with the zeta poten-
tial value. On the basis of RDF data, the decrease of z value from
−40 mV to−13 mV in [Ch][Fe] IL or to−9 mV in [Ch]2[Mn] IL, is
thus well justied by a charge-neutralizing combination
between [Ch]+ and DNA. As evident in Fig. 4C, [Ch]2[Mn]
establishes a more signicant number of H-bond interactions
with DNA than [Ch][Fe]. Consequently, the former should exert
a much stronger attraction to DNA than the latter.

As the MD simulation progresses, the DNA structure in [Ch]
[Fe] IL changes gradually. Due to the interaction with [Ch]+/IL,
the molecule begins to bend and dilate in diameter as major
and minor grooves alter. An unsuccessful overlay of DNA
structures between 0 ns and 1000 ns in Fig. 4D–F illustrates the
degree of structural deformation. One of the DNA terminals at
1000 ns is seen to be aberrantly bent. In a similar way, but to
a signicant extent, [Ch]2[Mn] IL distorts the DNA structure
(Fig. S11†), causing it to lose one primary and oneminor groove.
IL, particularly [Ch]+, pulls helixes/strands apart with strong
coulombic and H-bond forces that markedly reduce the DNA
length and increase its diameter, leading to DNA compaction.
To track changes in DNA structure, we provide the lengths and
diameters of DNA in Tables S3 and S4† at different time inter-
vals. More conveniently, 3D elliptical images in Fig. 4G–I and
S12† adequately depict the change in DNA volume during the
simulation, to support FESEM data. The major and minor axes
of ellipses represent DNA length and diameter, respectively. A
change from an elliptical to a spherical shape (decrease of
major axis and increase of minor axis) over time is evident,
indicative of DNA compaction in ILs, which is more substantial
in [Ch]2[Mn] IL.

To quantify the affinity and binding strength between DNA
and ILs, we estimated binding free energy (DGbind) by taking the
nal 10 ns of the MD trajectories. Fig. 5C displays the computed
DGbind values with error bars and their contributory interactions
for both systems. For the DNA–[Ch][Fe] system, overall DGbind

and other energy components, such as van der Waals, electro-
static, polar, and apolar solvation energy components, are
−322.9,−22.6,−514.8, 213.3, and−4.6 kcal mol−1, respectively.
Similarly, respective values in the DNA–[Ch]2[Mn] system are
−642.1, −39, −922.5, 331.9, and −7.2 kcal mol−1, respectively.
As is clear, the electrostatic component accounts for most of the
interaction between DNA and MILs, which is greater (by
−407.7 kcal mol−1) in [Ch]2[Mn] IL. Consequently, [Ch]2[Mn] IL
has a stronger affinity for DNA (twice that of [Ch][Fe] IL), which
is consistent with earlier post-MD parameters. Qualitatively, we
also see an excellent agreement between DGbind values and ITC
Gibbs free energy changes of about −6 kcal mol−1 in [Ch][Fe] IL
and about −9 kcal mol−1 in [Ch]2[Mn] IL. On the basis of the
computational interaction energy analysis, we can thus explain
experimental observations, including the higher quenching rate
and melting temperature of DNA in [Ch]2[Mn] IL.

The entire MD trajectories were subjected to PC analysis.
Taking the rst two PCs into account, Fig. S13† displays the
conformational space of DNA in two systems for the last 10 ns of
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 5507–5515 | 5511



Fig. 4 (A) RMSD plots of DNA. (B) SASA plots of DNA. (C) Number of H bonds between DNA and [Ch][Fe]/[Ch]2[Mn]. DNA conformations in [Ch]
[Fe] IL at different time instants, namely at (D) 0, (E) 500, and (F) 1000 ns, superimposed with the structure at 0 ns. DNA volumes in [Ch][Fe] IL at
varying time instants: (G) 0 ns, (H) 500 ns, and (I) 1000 ns displayed in 3D elliptical images. DNA conformations in [Ch]2[Mn] IL at different time
instants, namely at (J) 0, (K) 500, and (L) 1000 ns, superimposed with the structure at 0 ns. DNA volumes in [Ch]2[Mn] IL at varying time instants:
(M) 0 ns, (N) 500 ns, and (O) 1000 ns displayed in 3D elliptical images.

Fig. 5 Residue co-relationship contact maps for (A) DNA–[Ch][Fe] and (B) DNA–[Ch]2[Mn]. In both systems, DNA is represented by 1–24 base
pairs, whereas [Ch][Fe]/[Ch]2[Mn] is represented by 25–54 residue indexes. (C) Binding free energies for DNA–[Ch][Fe] and DNA–[Ch]2[Mn],
including van der Waals, electrostatic, polar solvation, and apolar solvation components. Respective error bars are also shown.

5512 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 5507–5515 © 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the MD trajectories. Comparing between the two systems, DNA
in [Ch]2[Mn] IL occupies a smaller subspace than that in [Ch]
[Fe] IL. A smaller subspace indicates a more pronounced
interaction between DNA and [Ch]2[Mn] IL. In addition, the
correlation contact map for residues generated on the nal 10
ns MD trajectories for both systems provides more evidence.
Fig. 5A and B reveals that [Ch]2[Mn] IL has more contact with
DNA base pairs than [Ch][Fe] during the simulation period.

Conclusions

Various experimental techniques and molecular docking
experiments have explored the binding characteristics and
molecular mechanisms of ChMILs with ct-DNA. The turbidity in
ct-DNA with increasing concentrations of ChMILs conrms the
compaction of the DNA, and SEM and FCS analysis validated
the compaction of ct-DNA. The molecular interactions of ILs
and ct-DNA via electrostatic, hydrogen bonding, and hydro-
phobic interactions were revealed through UV-vis spectra,
uorescence dye displacement study, zeta potential, and
molecular docking. Based on the experimental and theoretical
evidence, it is concluded that MILs can bind ct-DNA through the
choline cation irrespective of the anions used in this study. MD
studies suggest a strong interaction between [Ch]2[Mn] and
DNA. In comparison to [Ch][Fe], DNA suffers a more signicant
conformational shi in the presence of [Ch]2[Mn]. During the
simulation, the surface of DNA exposed to solvent steadily
decreases for both complexes. The structure of the DNA bends
or becomes more spherical compared to its initial form due to
interactions with the two magnetic ionic liquids. Due to a more
pronounced interaction, DNA compaction is more prominent in
[Ch]2[Mn]. Of the two ILs, the estimated binding free energy,
DG, is −642 kcal mol−1, for [Ch]2[Mn], conrming its stronger
DNA affinity.
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